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Abstract : Textile structures are the way in which the threading process of both thread and loom is done together to form the
woven. Different methods of attaching the clothing and the flesh produce different textile structures, which differ in their
surface appearance from each other, including so-called simple textile structures. Textile compositions are the basis of woven
fabric, through which aesthetic values can be achieved in the textile industry by weaving threads of yarn with the weft at
varying degrees that may reach the total control of one of the two groups on the other. Hence the idea of how art and design
can be used using different textile structures under the modern techniques of pate de verre. In the creation of designs suitable
for glass products employed in the interior architecture. The problem of research: The textile structures, in general, have a
significant impact on the appearance of the fabrics in terms of form and aesthetic. How can we benefit from the characteristics
of different textile compositions in different glass designs with different artistic values. The research achieves its goal by the
investment of simple textile structures in innovative artistic designs using the pate de verre technique, as well as the use of
designs resulting from the textile structures in the external architecture to add various aesthetic values. The importance of
research in the revival of heritage using ancient techniques, as well as synergy between different fields of applied arts such as
glass and textile, and also study the different and diverse effects resulting from each fabric composition and the possibility of
use in various designs in the interior architecture. The research will be achieved that by investing in simple textile
compositions, innovative artistic designs produced using pate de verre technology can be used in interior architecture.
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